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A B S T R A C T   

Criminologists have frequently debated whether offenders are specialists, in that they consistently perform either 
one offense or similar offenses, or versatile by performing any crime based on opportunities and situational 
provocations. Such foundational research has yet to be developed regarding cybercrimes, or offenses enabled by 
computer technology and the Internet. This study address this issue using a sample of 37 offender networks. The 
results show variations in the offending behaviors of those involved in cybercrime. Almost half of the offender 
networks in this sample appeared to be cybercrime specialists, in that they only performed certain forms of 
cybercrime. The other half performed various types of crimes on and offline. The relative equity in specialization 
relative to versatility, particularly in both on and offline activities, suggests that there may be limited value in 
treating cybercriminals as a distinct offender group. Furthermore, this study calls to question what factors in-
fluence an offender’s pathway into cybercrime, whether as a specialized or versatile offender. The actors 
involved in cybercrime networks, whether as specialists or generalists, were enmeshed into broader online 
offender networks who may have helped recognize and act on opportunities to engage in phishing, malware, and 
other economic offenses.   

1. Introduction 

Criminologists have frequently debated whether offenders are spe-
cialists, in that they consistently perform either one offense or similar 
offenses, or versatile by performing any crime based on opportunities 
and situational provocations (Britt, 1994, pp. 173–191; DeLisi, 2003; 
Moffitt, 1993; Piquero, Farrington, & Blumstein, 2007; Wolfgang, Figlio, 
& Sellin, 1972; Youngs & Canter, 2012). The issue of offense speciali-
zation or versatility is often examined in the context of developmental 
theories of crime (e.g. Moffitt, Caspi, Rutter, & Silva, 2001: Laub & 
Sampson, 1993) as a way to assess the development and progression of a 
criminal career. Contradictory evidence is presented by researchers who 
support the general theory of crime (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990) or 
rational choice frameworks (Cornish and Clarke, 2014; Guerette, Sten-
ius, & McGloin, 2005), who argue the absence of specialization is a 
result of individuals acting on opportunities when available. 

Evidence suggests that street criminals are largely versatile (Britt, 
1994, pp. 173–191; DeLisi & Piquero, 2011; Jacobs & Wright, 1999; 
Kempf, 1987), leading to the notion of “cafeteria-style offending” 

whereby individuals seize upon criminal opportunities presented within 
specific situations or on the basis of offender networks (Klein, 1995). For 
instance, qualitative and quantitative research has found evidence that 
individuals who engage in burglary do not engage in burglary only, but 
sell drugs, perform robberies, steal cars, and act on whatever criminal 
opportunities may emerge (Cromwell, Olson, & D’AunnWesterAvary, 
1991; Jacobs, 1999; Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Piquero et al., 2007; Wright 
& Decker, 1994, 1997). The fact that many of these offenses could be 
clustered into an offense type, such as theft, leading to some confusion 
over whether this should be viewed as a sort of specialization or should 
be viewed as versatility (DeLisi, 2003; McGloin, Sullivan, & Piquero, 
2009; Williams & Arnold, 2002; Youngs & Canter, 2012; Youngs, 
Ioannou, & Eagles, 2016). 

The paradox of specialization has yet to be satisfactorily resolved 
(Youngs et al., 2016), though the broader insights from this literature 
regarding the nature of street crimes are substantial. Individuals 
engaged in street crimes frequently offend with others, though part-
nerships may be short-lived and driven by situational utility rather than 
unique specialized roles to facilitate offending (Klein, 1995; Wright & 
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Decker, 1994, 1997). Co-offending networks may also be limited by the 
fact that individuals may prey upon their peers as suitable targets should 
the opportunity arise (Cornish & Clarke, 2014; Jacobs, 1999). The spoils 
of criminality are used largely to continue a party lifestyle based around 
drugs or alcohol. Money made from criminality may also be used to keep 
up appearances in the context of street life and values, and rarely goes 
toward paying bills or essentials (Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Klein, 1995; 
Wright & Decker, 1997). 

Such foundational research has yet to be developed regarding 
cybercrimes, or offenses enabled by computer technology and the 
Internet (Holt & Bossler, 2015). Much of the extant research on cyber-
crime has focused on so-called cyber-enabled crimes, or activities that 
are made easier by the use of the Internet and online communications 
platforms, including harassment, stalking, and online fraud schemes 
(Holt & Bossler, 2015; Leukfeldt & Yar, 2016; McGuire & Dowling, 
2013, p. 75). These studies largely focus on prevalence and theoretical 
predictors of offending, particularly involvement in interpersonal of-
fenses and participation in digital piracy (Holt & Bossler, 2015; Maimon 
& Louderback, 2019). Less research explores so-called cyber-dependent 
crimes, or offenses that only exist as a function of and directly target 
information technology, particularly computers, networks and digital 
data (Leukfeldt & Yar, 2016; McGuire & Dowling, 2013, p. 75). These 
offenses primarily involve some form of computer hacking or the use of 
malicious software, and cause substantial economic harm to businesses 
and consumers alike (see Holt & Bossler, 2015; Maimon & Louderback, 
2019). 

There is less research exploring whether individuals involved in 
cyber-dependent crimes are versatile or inclined toward specialization 
(Holt & Bossler, 2015; Leukfeldt, Kleemans, & Stol, 2017b). These of-
fenses require a degree of specialized knowledge related to computers 
and network protocols in order to be effective (Holt, 2007; Steinmetz, 
2015). The same is true for related forms of financially motivated 
cyber-enabled crimes like phishing, as the offender must often maintain 
an online infrastructure of sites and malware (Holt, 2013; Leukfeldt, 
Kleemans, & Stol, 2017a). 

At the same time, the emergence of markets that sell malware, sen-
sitive data, and hacking tools have made it far easier for anyone to 
engage in sophisticated forms of cyberattacks and fraud (Franklin, 
Perrig, Paxson, & Savag, 2007; Holt, 2013; Hutchings & Clayton, 2016; 
Leukfeldt et al., 2017). Additionally, offenders may utilize so-called 
money mules who can cash checks or make wire transfers via Western 
Union to obtain physical currency from cybercrime schemes like 
phishing and carding (Hutchings & Holt, 2015; Leukfeldt, 2016; Roks, 
Leukfeldt, & Densley, 2020). The degree of technical knowledge needed 
to complete these activities may be small, or involve the use of recruited 
actors who unwittingly participate in the offenses in order to complete 
some of these crimes (Hutchings & Holt, 2015; Leukfeldt et al., 2017b). 

These issues require research assessing the degree to which in-
dividuals involved in economic cybercrimes simply act on opportunities 
presented to them while in the process of engaging in other real world 
offenses, or if there is some degree of specialization involved. Specif-
ically do individuals engage in cybercrimes only, real world offenses 
only, or both offenses depending on their level of knowledge? In addi-
tion, there is little empirical evidence as to the ways that cybercriminals 
utilize any profits earned from their offending, regardless of offender 
versatility. This study attempted to address these questions through a 
qualitative analysis of 37 criminal investigations carried out by law 
enforcement agencies in the Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom 
and United Sates. The implications of this analysis for our understanding 
of the degree of offender versatility in on and off-line spaces were 
explored in detail. 

2. Cybercrime offending versatility and specialization 

Cybercrimes are similar to traditional real world offenses in that they 
take multiple forms with expressive and/or instrumental value to the 

offender. Acts such as online harassment and cyberbullying may provide 
the offender with a sense of power similar to what is observed in real 
world violence (Holt & Bossler, 2015; Patchin & Hinduja, 2013). 
Cyber-enabled fraud schemes such as phishing enable individuals to 
acquire personal information which could be used for financial gain 
(James, 2005; Leukfeldt, 2016; Wall, 2007). Additionally, the offenses 
themselves have commonalities that may contribute to confusion over 
the nature of specialization or versatility observed in real world crime 
research (Kempf, 1987; Youngs, 2011). For instance, an individual may 
use computer hacking techniques to gain access to a computer network 
in order to steal sensitive files or materials that could be used for fraud or 
sold to others (Jordan & Taylor, 1998; Schell & Dodge, 2002). The same 
effect could be achieved through the use of malicious software, though 
not all individuals who hack utilize these tools (Holt, 2013). Thus, these 
offense types may be clustered together, but are not strictly the same, 
which may create confusion when attempting to measure involvement 
in cybercrimes generally (Youngs et al., 2016). 

The body of empirical research on cybercrimes has placed generally 
limited emphasis on understanding the nature of specialization or 
versatility. Most quantitative assessments focus on the prevalence of 
offense types across college populations with a focus on simplistic forms 
of offending, that may produce limited economic gains (Holt & Bossler, 
2015; Maimon & Louderback, 2019). Evidence suggests that between 30 
and 40 percent of college student samples engage in piracy (e.g. Holt, 
Burruss, & Bossler, 2010), though less than 20 percent report engaging 
in acts of basic computer hacking (e.g. Holt et al., 2010; Marcum et al., 
2014; Rogers, Smoak, & Liu, 2006). Less than 10 percent of student 
samples appear to engage in more serious offenses that may be used to 
generate funds, such as the creation or distribution of malicious software 
or forms of electronic fraud (Holt & Bossler, 2015; Rogers et al., 2006). 

Though prior research has generally eschewed measurement of 
offender versatility, evidence from qualitative studies of serious eco-
nomic offenders provides some insight into the ways they operate. In-
dividuals engaged in phishing, malware, and complex hacking 
operations tend to offend with a limited number of co-conspirators, 
though they are enmeshed in larger online social networks that may 
facilitate access to information and techniques to offend (Dupont, Côté, 
Boutin, & Fernandez, 2017; Leukfeldt, Kleemans, & Stol, 2017; Leuk-
feldt & Roks, 2020; Roks et al., 2020). The participants appear to have 
some division of labor that justifies their co-offending, such as knowl-
edge of certain programming languages or connections to local com-
munities who can serve as money mules (Dupont et al., 2017; Holt, 
2013; Leukfeldt & Holt, 2020; Roks et al., 2020). 

These studies also find that there is potential for cybercriminal 
versatility, since some offender groups engaged in offenses that cut 
across both physical and virtual spaces (e.g. Leukfeldt et al., 2017b; Roks 
et al., 2020). Individuals who obtain credit or debit card data through 
phishing and data breaches regularly work with others to move funds 
from the hijacked accounts so that it can be converted into cash 
(Leukfeldt, 2016; 2017a). This may take the form of cashout teams who 
can use illegally acquired debit card information at physical ATMs in 
order to withdraw funds (Hutchings & Holt, 2015). Some may also 
utilize money mules who may be recruited through online advertise-
ments or through local community connections, including immigrant 
communities who can be exploited for their labor (Leukfeldt, 2016; 
Leukfeldt et al., 2017b). 

It is unknown how much technical skill these service providers need 
in order to facilitate the offense, as well as whether they engage in 
cashing related crimes only, or offend whenever opportunities appear on 
or offline. The growth of cybercrime-as-service operations, where in-
dividuals pay others to use existing malware and hacking infrastructure 
to engage in attacks, may reduce the need for such expertise (e.g. Dupont 
et al., 2017; Hutchings & Clayton, 2016). Instead, individuals may be 
able to engage in different forms of cybercrime at will, so long as they 
have sufficient financial resources to pay for services. The costs involved 
may present a barrier to entry, as well as the need for basic technical 
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skills to troubleshoot in the event the tool or infrastructure is not 
functioning properly (Hyslip & Holt, 2019). 

These gaps in the literature require greater examination in order to 
understand the nature of versatility and specialization of criminality, 
and cybercrime in particular (Dupont et al., 2017; Leukfeldt et al., 
2017a; Roks et al., 2020). Prior criminological research provides some 
insights into these dynamics, though further research is needed with 
diverse samples of active offender populations to understand how their 
behaviors take shape and evolve over time (e.g. Leukfeldt, 2016). 
Furthermore, research is needed that explores the degree of overlap in 
offline and online offending across serious cybercriminal communities 
and assess any variations in their practices (Roks et al., 2020). There is 
also a need for exploration of the ways that members of cybercriminals 
networks spend their criminal earnings relative to their versatility. Such 
insights can improve our knowledge of whether networks mirror what is 
known about street criminals who engage in “cafeteria-style offending” 
(Jacobs, 1999; Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Klein, 1995). Specifically, some 
evidence suggests profits derived from versatile street offending is small 
and short-lived, being spent in part on maintaining a party lifestyle 
around drug and alcohol use, and to a lesser extent on basic necessities 
such as food and shelter (Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Wright & Decker, 
1994, 1997). 

The current study specifically explores to what extent cybercriminal 
networks can be labelled as specialists or versatile offenders and if they 
fit the ‘cafeteria-style offending’ label. In order to do so, this study will 
attempt to address these issues using a study of 37 offender networks 
developed from criminal investigations carried out by law enforcement 
agencies in the Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom and United 
Sates. 

3. Data and methods 

This study utilized data collected from 37 separate criminal in-
vestigations into criminal networks active in committing cyber- 
dependent crimes involving malware, or the financially-motivated 
cyber-enabled crimes phishing and fraud (Leukfeldt & Yar, 2016; 
McGuire & Dowling, 2013, p. 75). Other forms of cyber-enabled crime 
were excluded from the selection of cases, as the goal of the data 
collection was to gain more insight into financially motivated cyber-
crimes aimed at attacking customers of financial institutions (see, for 
example, Leukfeldt et al., 2017a; 2017b; 2017). Therefore, only the 
cybercrimes ‘phishing’, ‘banking malware’ and ‘credit card fraud’ were 
selected.1 

The unit of analysis for this study are the networks of actors know to 
have engaged in four forms of economic cybercrime. A network in this 
case is defined as the suspects associated with a known criminal event, 
inclusive of those who performed the primary offenses such as the 
implementation of malicious software or creation and management of 
phishing schemes. In addition, the ancillary suspects who facilitated the 
offense, such as money mules, were included. Participants within a 
network had to have some tie to one another, whether through direct 
communication and contacts, or connection through a recruiter. 

The focus on networks is distinct from traditional research on 
offender versatility, which typically explores individual-level behaviors 
(Piquero et al., 2007; Wolfgang et al., 1972), even in the context of gang 
membership (e.g. Adams & Pizarro, 2014; Melde & Esbensen, 2013; 
Wiesner, Yoerger, & Capaldi, 2018). Such research is possible due to the 
prevalence of traditional street offending behaviors reported by the 

general public. Serious economic cybercrimes, like phishing, are far less 
common and are difficult to identify via general population studies (Holt 
& Bossler, 2015; Weulen Kranenbarg et al., 2019). Thus, sampling on 
known networks of offenders provides access to a convenient, yet pur-
posive population of offenders. Furthermore, evidence from both aca-
demic research and law enforcement investigations demonstrates that 
computer hacking and related offenses are largely a group activity, 
involving social ties between multiple actors (e.g. Dupont et al., 2017; 
Hutchings & Holt, 2015; Leukfeldt et al., 2017a). Situating individuals 
within their broader offender network is essential to better identify the 
distinct factors that shape their activities, and assess their overall 
versatility. 

Criminal cases in various countries were reconstructed: the 
Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom (UK) and United States (US). 
The methodology used varied on the basis of the location of the inves-
tigation, though all research materials involved qualitative data. First, 
the research team utilized police files for information related to 18 
cybercriminal networks operating in the Netherlands. These data pro-
vided distinct evidence of the activities of the offenders involved in the 
networks derived from wire and IP taps, overt and covert police obser-
vations, and house searches. This data was not publicly available, and 
required permission from the Public Prosecution Service, as well as 
external assessment from the Dutch Ministry of Security and Justice’s 
Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) on the qualities and out-
comes of the proposed research. 

Upon approval, the researchers were required to analyse data from 
police investigations in the physical buildings of the Public Prosecution 
Service and relevant police departments. The researchers could then 
review all materials and take notes on their own devices, though all 
electronic files had to be stored on encrypted hard drives. All offender- 
related materials had to be anonymized to reduce the likelihood of 
identification, which led to the use of pseudonyms for their role in the 
offenses. Additional interviews were conducted with members of the 
Public Prosecution Service, police team leaders, and senior detectives to 
augment the police files. There was particular emphasis on developing 
information from investigators on the offender networks and practices 
beyond the evidentiary focus of the official records. Clarifying questions 
were asked regarding ties between members, the economic activities of 
offenders, and their practices while they were actively offending. These 
18 cases reflect all phishing and malware attacks against financial in-
stitutions investigated by Dutch police at that time. 

Data for 21 additional cases were developed from three countries: 
nine in the UK, nine in the US, and three in Germany. For these cases, the 
researchers were unable to obtain direct access to police files. Instead, 
cybercriminal networks were reconstructed solely based on interviews 
with case officers and/or Public Prosecutors involved in the criminal 
cases. Official court documents about the cases were also analyzed to 
triangulate the data acquired via interviews. It should be noted that the 
German, UK, and US cases did not provide as much substantive detail as 
those produced from Dutch data. This may be a function of the nature of 
the case data available to the researcher, rather than any differences in 
the legal definitions regarding these types of cybercrimes, investigative 
strategies and law enforcement priorities. Thus, these cases provide 
additional value to understand the underlying offending practices and 
economic activities of offenders. 

In these countries, case officers were interviewed in order to gain 
more insight into direct ties, origin and growth, use of forums, and 
criminal capabilities of criminal networks. Contacts with law enforce-
ment agencies in the different countries were made using existing con-
tacts within the Dutch police (especially the Dutch High Tech Crime 
Unit) and the Dutch Police Academy. It was difficult for the researchers 
to obtain overviews of the completed criminal investigations into 
cybercriminal networks. As a result, the cases from Germany, the UK and 
US can be seen a convenience sample meant to extend the data beyond a 
Dutch context. Leads to relevant cases were provided by the Dutch 
National High Tech Crime Unit through a media analysis carried out by 

1 Phishing is the process of retrieving personal information using deception 
through impersonation (Lastdrager, 2014). Malware is the infection of a device 
– in this case one that is used for online banking – with malicious software, 
including viruses, worms, Trojan horses and spyware, for the purposes of car-
rying out the harmful intentions of an attacker (Moser, Kruegel, & Kirda, 2007). 
Credit card fraud is the act of fraudulently using a payment card. 
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the researchers and based on information from the NCA, BKA, USSS and 
FBI. These factors may result in an overrepresentation of high-profile 
investigations and offender populations in the data. 

A snowball sampling method was used to generate 22 cases covering 
offenses occurring between 2003 and 2014. Interviews with case agents 
were conducted between March 2014 and November 2015. First contact 
was made with cybercrime teams at the national level: in the UK the 
NCA (National Crime Agency), in the US the USSS (United States Secret 
Service) and FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation), and in Germany the 
BKA (Bundeskriminalamt). After a first meeting with the team leader, 
follow-up appointments were scheduled with case officers who had been 
involved in relevant criminal investigations. An agreement was drafted 
with the UK NCA concerning data collection and the use of data. 

Kleemans (2014) provides an overview of the strengths and weak-
nesses of using police investigations for scientific research based on 
three decades of experience with the Organized Crime Monitor in the 
Netherlands. The immediate benefits lie in the ability to generate solid 
empirical data on a wide cross-section of criminal cases. Closed police 
files of criminal groups are the main sources of these cases. Each 
investigation on which the police files are based often spans a period of 
several years. Furthermore, Leukfeldt and Kleemans (2021) describe the 
added value of reconstructing cases based on interviews with case offi-
cers, which can be triangulated with official court document and open 
source information. 

To assess the extent to which offender networks were specialized or 
generalists, the primary and secondary modus operandi of the offenders 
in each network were analyzed. It should be noted that this analysis 
focused on the broader activities of the individuals nested within their 
offender networks, rather than the offenders’ specific activities as in-
dividuals. Prior studies have examined the social organization of 
cybercriminal networks and the specialization of actor roles within the 
context of cybercrime (i.e. Leukfeldt & Holt, 2020). Instead, this study 
focused on the primary criminal activities of the networks that were the 
main focus of the criminal investigation. 

In the initial selection of cases, only financially motivated cyber-
crimes aimed at attacking customers of financial institutions were 
included, and the primary modus operandi of the network in the case 
had to involve ‘phishing’, ‘banking malware’ or ‘credit card fraud’ (see 
the definition of these crimes in footnote 1). Individuals who engaged in 
only one of these offense types with no secondary forms of offending 
were considered specialists. Those who not only performed one offense, 
but also other forms of crime on or off-line were considered generalists 
or versatile offenders. The sampling framework used meant that the 
primary crime types of the actor would involve some form of economic 
cybercrime. The secondary activities of those in the network were, 
however, variable and captured on the basis of the crimes noted by 
police investigators. 

In addition, the researchers noted any profits that offenders in the 
network may have generated from their primary or secondary criminal 
activities. This information was not present in all investigation files and 
interviews due to inconsistencies in victim reporting, whether by in-
dividuals or financial institutions. In some cases, estimated profits were 
provided by co-conspirators who were interviewed by law enforcement. 
Any information provided by investigators or suspects as to the ways 
that criminal gains were used to support individual lifestyles were also 
analyzed. 

4. Findings 

Examining the primary and secondary criminal activities of the of-
fenders across these 37 networks, demonstrated three categories of of-
fenders: cybercrime specialists, cybercrime versatile, and traditional 
offline crime and cybercrime versatile. In fact, 18 of the 37 networks in 
this data set can be labelled as specialist networks. These networks 
performed phishing, malware, or another specific form of cybercriminal 
activity only. There was no evidence within the data that members of 

these networks were involved in other types of crime in off-line 
environments. 

In total, 19 networks can be considered versatile, though that 
versatility can be segmented into online only activities and those which 
cut across both virtual and real environments. Four of the networks were 
generalists in cybercrimes, while 15 were engaged in both cybercrimes 
and traditional offline crimes. Examples of the versatile cybercrime 
category include a network that used both phishing and malware to 
execute attacks, and a network that used banking malware to take over 
online bank accounts, as well as steal credit card credentials. Examples 
of the versatile cyber and online offenders include a phishing network 
whose members are also active in burglaries and drug trafficking, and a 
network that used credit card credentials to commit fraud with addi-
tional ties to traditional organised crime. Below, cases in all three cat-
egories are described in depth. Case descriptions included the primary 
modus operandi, secondary modus operandi and how the criminal 
earnings were spent. Quotes from the data are provided where possible. 
An overview of all the cases can be found in Tables 1–3. 

4.1. Specialists networks 

The core members from 18 of the 37 networks could be classified as 
specialist networks, as there was no evidence within the data that 
members were involved in other types of criminal activity on or offline. 
The participants’ goal appeared to be economic gain through the theft of 
personal data, inclusive of online bank accounts or credit card numbers, 
using various methods. It should be noted that although these 18 net-
works are labelled as specialists, the individual members of these net-
works usually had their own specific role within the network (e.g. 
malware writer, developer of phishing kits, money mule recruiter or 
casher – see Table 1). As all of these roles were needed to carry out the 
primary modus operandi of the group, these groups were labelled as 
specialists. Table 1 shows that six networks specialized in phishing at-
tacks to obtain user credentials, four used banking malware attacks, and 
three involved hacking databases containing credit card credentials. 
Only one network was identified where the offenders simply bought 
financial or personal credentials online for use in fraud. 

Unfortunately, there was generally little evidence in the data 
regarding the ways that specialist offender networks spent their criminal 
earnings. There was some information available in networks 2, 10 and 
20 regarding how any funds acquired were dived amongst the criminals 
and spent. The offenders in network 2 were able to steal approximately 
500,000 euros, based on an assessment of all reported victim losses. 
These funds were acquired through a cash out process, whereby money 
was moved from victim accounts to those of money mules who would in 
turn transfer those funds to the primary offenders. One member in the 
network was directly linked to 67,000 Euros in diverted funds from mule 
accounts to his own. The mules associated with this network who were 
interviewed by police reported that the main members used their profits 
to finance an expensive lifestyle, wearing designer clothes, and spending 
money when going out buying drinks for large parties at clubs. One of 
the mules described his lifestyle succinctly during an interrogation, 
stating: 

The clothes of this guy were from Gucci, they also frequented a club. 
They were in the secured VIP-area, we were in the crowd … One was 
wearing a Moncler [brand name coat]. That’s an expensive coat. I’ve 
always wanted to have such a coat. Both had golden teeth. 

Additionally, the main network of offenders appeared to avoid 
sharing any of their profits with the mules who facilitated their fraud-
ulent schemes. One mule who was arrested by Dutch police stated their 
recruiter said they would receive a portion of the total transfer, though 
they would have to negotiate the final amount. The main network and 
their recruiters would often lie to mules to avoid payment, as in one case 
where a mule stated: 
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[Main member 1] had told me that the transaction had failed and 
that the card was blocked. [so no money was paid to the money mules]. 
However, [the recruiter] approached me with his bank statement at one 
point. It stated that 2500 euros had been transferred along with the 
description ‘Driving school owner’. I then went to [Main suspect 1] and 
showed the statement of [the recruiter] … I told him to give the boys 
money and me too. [Main member 1] started to justify everything, he 
had excuses. For example, I would get double the next time. He had 
excuses every time. 

The main actors in Network 10 were similarly effective at acquiring 
money through phishing, though the amounts obtained from any 
phishing scheme were variable. For instance, the group were linked to 
an estimated 1.4 million Euro in phishing victim losses reported by 
financial institutions. The targeted banks were able to stop approxi-
mately half of all of those fraudulent transactions, leading to a yield of 
approximately 700,000 Euros total for the offenders. Further details 
were revealed by a money mule recruiter involved with the scheme who 
was interrogated by police. They indicated that a yield of 1000 Euros 
from an account would typically generate 600 Euros to the core mem-
bers of the network. The remaining 400 would be split with 75 % going 
to the mule and 25 % to their recruiter. 

Despite the funds generated by phishing, the main offenders 
appeared to engage in relatively simple lifestyles. One of the members 
lived in an older, ramshackle apartment and maintained a legitimate job 
as a receptionist at a large construction company. The size of the 
network may have minimized the overall profits available, and some of 
the members reported engaging in spending sprees for clothing, as well 
as paying for expensive dinners and drugs. 

By contrast, the members of network 20 also spent most of their 
money on an expensive lifestyle. This group was based in the UK and 
Eastern Europe and was involved in phishing attacks in various Euro-
pean countries. The police respondents stated in their reports: 

“(…) “E”[a member of the network] lived the life. Even his under-
pants were dry cleaned. 

And I am not joking either. So he had, you know, travelled first class 
on the trains. He spends a lot of money in central London nightclubs, 
where even if you want to sit on a table, you have to be spending a 
thousand pounds. So he lived everything. And he would transfer cash 
back to Africa. “C” and “D” lived in extremely well-furnished premises in 
Romania. So they used it to maintain a lifestyle. (…) They were just 
blowing their money. Because for them the percentages were smaller. So 
you know if they have got 400 or 600 pounds, for them it was just of two 
weeks having a good time and that was it. There was nothing to invest, 
because it didn’t get high enough – only the opportunity to have a 

Table 1 
Overview of specialist networks.  

No. Primary 
criminal 
activity 

Secondary 
criminal 
activity 

Roles within the network Spending of 
criminal 
earnings 

2 Phishing None Caller, transferring 
money, money mule 
recruiter, cashing, money 
mules 

Lifestyle 

4 Phishing None Casher, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Lifestyle 

6 Malware None Coordinator, developer 
phishing website, money 
mule recruiter Europe, 
money mule recruiter 
Russia, translator, 
spammer, casher, money 
mules 

Unknown 

10 Phishing None Caller, transferring 
money, cashing, postal 
employee, bank 
employee, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Lifestyle 

15 Phishing None Coordinator, malware 
writer, malware adapter, 
cashing, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Unknown 

17 Phishing None Spamming, caller, 
cashing, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Unknown 

18 Malware None Coordinator, falsifier 
identity documents, 
cashing, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Unknown 

20 Phishing None Coordinator, coder, 
money mule recruiter 
coordinator, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Lifestyle 

24 Hacking None Coordinator, hacker, 
coder, forum 
administrator, money 
mule recruiter, money 
mules 

Investments 

26 Malware None Coordinator, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Unknown 

28 Hacking None Coordinator, hacker, 
money launderer, money 
mules, end users forum 

Unknown 

31 Hacking None Hacker, wholesaler, 
developer hacking tools, 
end users forum 

Unknown 

32 Hacking None Coordinator, hacker, 
carder, casher, vendor on 
forum, end users forum 

Unknown 

33 Hacking None Coordinator, seller, 
franchiser, money 
launderer, end users 
forums 

Unknown 

34 Hacking None Hacker, vendor on forum, 
exchanger, end user 
forum 

Unknown 

36 Buying 
logins 

None Coordinator, fencer, 
credit card supplier, 
money launderer, driver, 
shopper 

Unknown 

38 Malware None Coordinator, transferor, 
coder, malware writer, 
coordinator money 
mules, recruiter money 
mules, money mules 

Unknown 

39 Malware None Phishers, falsifying 
identity documents, 
money mule recruiters, 
money mules 

Unknown  

Table 2 
Overview of versatile cybercrime networks.  

No. Primary 
criminal 
activity 

Secondary 
criminal activity 

Roles within the 
network 

Spending of 
criminal 
earnings 

11 Malware Credit card 
credentials; 
extortion of bank; 
skimming 

Coordinator, malware 
writer, telecom 
provider, caller, money 
mule recruiter, money 
mules 

Lifestyle 

13 Malware phishing web 
shops and online 
consumer fraud 

Obtain logins, 
spamming, malware 
writer, postal 
employee, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Unknown 

21 Malware Botnet rental Coder, end user on 
forum 

Unknown 

22 Phishing Buying stolen 
credit card 
credentials 

Coordinator, data 
provider (forum), 
caller, money mule 
recruiter, money mules 

Unknown  
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certain lifestyle. And maybe that attract the mules … lots of money. 
[They became] elevated persons within their social network. 

Such activities differ from what is known about the practices of most 
street criminals whose profits do not enable such lavish lifestyles (Jacobs 
& Wright, 1999; Wright & Decker, 1994) and reinforce the substantial 
earning potential of cybercrime generally. 

4.2. Versatile offenders: all-rounder cybercrime versus all-rounders 
cybercrime and offline crime 

As noted earlier, 19 networks contained generalist offenders, 
segmented on the basis of whether they performed various forms of 
cybercrime (n = 4; 21 %) or engaged in both cybercrimes and traditional 
offline crimes (n = 15; 79 %; see Table 2). The primary criminal activ-
ities of three of the general cybercrime networks involved the use of 
malware, though one also engaged in the purchase of stolen financial 
credentials via phishing. The actors involved in malware used their skills 
as programmers to create various forms of malicious code, though they 
also performed types of online fraud and theft, such as phishing, buying 
credit card credentials and skimming bank cards. Three of these net-
works also engaged in recruiting money mules for phishing and cash out 
operations as an extension of their online fraud activities. 

One of the networks that carried out various cybercrimes, but no 
traditional offline crimes was Network 11. The primary actors involved 
with this network were three individuals operating out of the 
Netherlands, Germany and Turkey respectively. This network was 
identified as a result of a criminal investigation that began from victim 
reports in the Netherlands. The primary core actor would log into bank 
accounts acquired through malware that captured user credentials and 
one-time security codes. Once he gained access to the user accounts, he 
would then perform electronic funds transfers to accounts he and his co- 
conspirators controlled. The offender network succeeded based on their 
collaborative efforts, as evidence demonstrated that the Dutch partici-
pant did not understand how the malware functioned, and depended on 
others to acquire credentials. In fact, he regularly posted in Internet 
Relay Chat asking questions and actively soliciting others, stating: 
“Looking for help to exploit … Willin to trade with nice things) also 
looking for UK and TR LOGS .. paying egold and wu now contact me." 

Member 1’s efforts with banking malware led to losses of approxi-
mately 35,000 Euros, emphasizing the lucrative nature of this form of 
cybercrime. He also regularly received credit card details from the third 
core member within the network, who apparently obtained the infor-
mation from accomplices working within a financial institution. He then 
used the information to make purchases in both physical and online 
stores, eventually leading to approximately 73,000 EU in fraudulent 
charges. 

The participants reportedly recognized that the money they obtained 
was easily spent, requiring them to continuously engage in fraud to keep 
profits coming in. Evidence from the police files noted that during wire 
tapped conversations, Member 1 had discussions with an accomplice 
regarding the funds earned from their offending, which was captured in 
police reporting: 

Both [Member 1 and accomplice] indicate that they want to stop 
when they have received a nice amount, but that until now the money 
they earned was always spent quickly and that they needed to make 
money again. It is a kind of addiction, [Member 1] says. There is talk of 
buying hotels in Turkey in order to be able to live off their rental, but this 

Table 3 
Overview of versatile cybercrime and traditional offline crime networks.  

No. Primary 
criminal 
activity 

Secondary 
criminal activity 

Roles within the 
network 

Spending of 
criminal 
earnings 

1 Phishing Skimming, 
burglary, drug 
trafficking, fraud 
with phone 
subscriptions 

Coordinator, caller, 
casher, bank 
employee, post 
worker, developer 
phishing website, 
falsifier identity 
documents, money 
mule recruiter, 
money mules 

Lifestyle +
investments 

3 Phishing Malware, drugs 
dealing, money 
laundering 

Casher, money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Lifestyle +
investments 

5 Phishing Burglaries, street 
robberies, fencing 
stolen jewelry 

Casher, money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Investments 

8 Phishing Burglary Coordinator, caller, 
transferring money, 
spammer, casher, 
money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Lifestyle 

9 Phishing Theft, burglary, 
drugs, robbing, 
drug dealing, 
assault 

Bank employee, 
casher, money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules, falsifier 
identity documents 

Lifestyle 

12 Phishing Fraud and human 
trafficking 

Obtain logins, 
falsifier identity 
documents, cashing, 
money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Unknown 

14 Phishing Offline banking 
fraud 

Bank employee, 
caller, transferring 
money, falsifier 
identity documents, 
cashing, money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Unknown 

16 Phishing Malware, drug 
dealing 

Falsifier identity 
documents, cashing, 
money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Unknown 

19 Malware Offline fraud, 
burglary, robbing 

Coordinator, 
malware developer, 
bank employee 

Lifestyle 

23 Phishing Drug dealing Coordinator, postal 
employee, caller, 
money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Lifestyle 

25 Malware Armed robbery, 
extortion, fraud, 
boiler room fraud 

Hackers, bank 
employee 

Unknown 

27 Malware Fraud, organized 
crime 

Coordinator, 
transferor, coders, 
money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Unknown 

30 Phishing Credit card theft +
traditional 
organized crime 

Coordinator, e-mail 
harvester, developer 
phishing websites, 
translator, card 
writer, money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Unknown 

35 Buying 
logins 

Offline fraud Coordinator, seller 
logins, exchanger, 
money mule 
recruiter, money 
mules 

Unknown  

Table 3 (continued ) 

No. Primary 
criminal 
activity 

Secondary 
criminal activity 

Roles within the 
network 

Spending of 
criminal 
earnings 

37 Malware Credit card theft +
traditional 
organized crime 

Coordinator, hacker, 
coder, exchanger, 
money mule 

Unknown  
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seems to remain a dream. 
In this respect, the network mirrors traditional street criminals who 

must engage in offenses in order to maintain a basic standard of living 
(Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Wright & Decker, 1997). 

The larger proportion of networks (n = 15; 79 %) included offenders 
involved in both cybercrime and traditional offline crimes such as bur-
glaries, street robberies or selling drugs (see Table 3). For instance, 
Network 9 included members of a criminal network who were involved 
in both cybercrimes and traditional offline forms of crime. The investi-
gation actually began by Dutch police as a function of their offline ac-
tivities, most notably burglary, as well as drug trafficking, robbery, and 
violence. 

Police investigators essentially discovered their role in phishing by 
coincidence eight months into their initial investigation while moni-
toring a wire tapped phone conversation. The participants indicated that 
they had an appointment in the city center of The Hauge to “swipe,” or 
cash out money fraudulently obtained from bank accounts. The police 
file of the call noted one individual say: “I heard ‘V’ said this man was 
waiting. I heard ‘V’ say to the man: “Come quickly, that ‘sani’ will be on 
in a minute”. [Sani is slang for “the thing/case will continue].” Police in 
The Hague observed individuals physically handing stacks of bank cards 
between themselves while near ATMs. They then withdrew money from 
the machines at which time police arrested seven individuals in the 
process of cashing out accounts. 

Network 3 was another example of a network in which the members 
performed cybercrimes as well as traditional offline crimes. Several of its 
members had direct family ties, and knew one another from living in the 
same neighbourhood or attending the same schools. The network was 
engaged in phishing and consisted of eight members with different roles 
depending on their abilities, such as cashing out accounts from ATMs, 
the recruitment of money mules, and money laundering. Subgroups 
from this network were also involved in different criminal activities, 
such as the sale of MDMA pills. 

The network was identified by police in Amsterdam because of its 
focus on prolific offenders within a given place. Similar to Network 9, 
the group’s cybercrime activities were identified based on activity in 
physical space. Specifically, a group of youths were loitering by a parked 
car and began to move on foot when they saw the police approaching. 
The officers searched these youths and the vehicle which no one claimed 
to own. The car smelled of marijuana and had an envelope filled with 
bank cards in the glove compartment. 

Police seized the vehicle since no one claimed to own it, though that 
evening an individual arrived at the police station with their girlfriend. 
The individual claimed the car was a rental vehicle he had picked out, 
though it was in her name. A search of the individual’s name revealed he 
was one of the top 600 individuals of interest in the area, due to an 
ongoing investigation related to a phishing and money mule scheme. He 
and two others were observed at an ATM attempting to obtain cash from 
a money mule account. When police searched his phone while he was in 
the station, a photo was found containing bank transfer information. It 
was though that he was responsible for losses to three victims totalling 
over 150,000 EU. 

The actor’s involvement in offline criminal activity was reinforced by 
a money mule who worked for him, stating while being interrogated by 
police: 

A classmate asked if I wanted to earn money quickly. He said: “You 
have to give me your bank card and security code.” He would get 800 
euros for it. The money mule knew that whoever he gave the pass to was 
doing bad things. “He had already robbed a school. And later also a 
house. He offered stolen things to people. He also sells weed at school. 

Another mule stated that: “[member 1] is involved in criminal of-
fenses and his friends are not sweethearts. He sometimes asked me if I 
wanted to exchange counterfeit money for him. I had to buy something 
small with a counterfeit banknote, so that I could get real change back.” 

Examining the police data suggested that members of Network 3 
spent their criminal profits quickly, though the information was not 

thorough on what kinds of items or activities. Individuals interviewed by 
police noted the network members generally spent their money renting 
expensive cars, buying clothes and partying. In addition, police searches 
of one of the network member’s homes revealed thousands of euros 
worth of clothing was found in the homes of the members. A money 
mule also noted one of the member’s activities: 

The guy takes her [a girlfriend] out to dinner several times and gives 
her expensive clothes. Jacket of 500 euros, shoes of 250 euros. He also 
sometimes gives money to buy something for her son. When the core 
member hears about the money mule’s worries about money, he in-
dicates that he knows a way to make money quickly. 

Again, this reinforces that the offenders are likely to utilize their 
profits to engage in a party lifestyle similar to street criminals (Jacobs & 
Wright, 1999; Wright & Decker, 1997). The amount of money offenders 
can earn is, however, far more than what is typically derived from 
robbery, burglary, or other traditional forms of street crime. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

Though research on cybercrime has expanded dramatically over the 
last two decades (Holt & Bossler, 2015; Leukfeldt, 2016), there are still 
myriad questions related to offending behaviors that must be explored. 
Specifically, there is generally little research addressing the extent to 
which cybercriminals are generalists who perform various crimes on and 
offline, or specialists who engage in only one offense type (Leukfeldt 
et al., 2017b; Roks et al., 2020; Weulen Kranenbarg et al., 2019). 
Criminologists examining traditional offenses have often debated this 
question, though evidence suggests street criminals are largely versatile 
(Britt, 1994, pp. 173–191; DeLisi & Piquero, 2011; Kempf, 1987; Klein, 
1995). Offenders appear to act on situational opportunities, leading to 
what some refer to as “cafeteria-style offending” (Jacobs, 1999; Jacobs 
& Wright, 1999; Klein, 1995). The profits derived from offending are 
often small and short-lived, being spent in part on maintaining a party 
lifestyle around drug and alcohol use, and to a lesser extent on basic 
necessities such as food and shelter (Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Wright & 
Decker, 1994, 1997). 

Limited evidence has considered the nature of specialization or 
versatility among those engaged in cybercrime, or the manner in which 
their criminal earnings are used (Leukfeldt et al., 2017; Roks et al., 2020; 
Weulen Kranenbarg et al., 2019). This study attempted to address this 
issue using a sample of 37 offender networks developed from police files 
and interviews in The Netherlands, Germany, the UK, and US. This study 
demonstrated variations in the offending behaviors of those involved in 
cybercrime. Almost half (48 %) of the offender networks in this sample 
appeared to be cybercrime specialists, in that they only performed 
certain forms of cybercrime. The other half performed various types of 
crimes on and offline. Only four networks (10.8 %) included versatile 
cybercriminals who performed multiple types of cybercrime. The rela-
tive equity in specialization relative to versatility, particularly in both on 
and offline activities, suggests that there may be limited value in treating 
financially motivated cybercriminals as a distinct offender group (Holt 
& Bossler, 2015; Weulen Kranenbarg et al., 2019). 

This study also calls to question what factors influence an offender’s 
pathway into cybercrime, whether as a specialized or versatile offender. 
The actors involved in cybercrime networks, whether as specialists or 
generalists, were enmeshed into broader online offender networks who 
may have helped recognize and act on opportunities to engage in 
phishing, malware, and other economic offenses (see also Dupont et al., 
2017; Leukfeldt et al., 2017a). Opportunities to engage in cybercrime 
among those who engaged in traditional offenses appeared to arise out 
of similar social ties, though they appeared to be more driven by re-
lationships in physical spaces (Weulen Kranenbarg et al., 2019). 

Since the data for this study did not focus on the broader origins of 
offender’s behavior, it is difficult to disentangle the factors that pro-
pelled individuals into versatile or specialized offending trajectories. It 
also is unclear why some criminal networks that have the opportunity to 
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commit cybercrimes do not stop committing traditional offline crimes. 
Offline offending would have a greater risk of arrest or detection 
compared to online offending behaviors, though it is unclear if it is a 
function of offender interests or other factors (for example, Collier, 
Clayton, Hutchings, & Thomas, 2020). Future research is needed to 
identify the foreground and situational factors that affect cybercriminal 
criminal careers over the life course, and develop strategic interventions 
to reduce their likelihood of persistent offending (Brewer et al., 2019; 
Holt & Bossler, 2015; Leukfeldt et al., 2017b). 

In addition, this study provided partial support for the notion that 
offenders appeared to spend their earnings from cybercrime on living an 
extravagant party oriented lifestyle. Regardless of whether the network 
contained specialists or versatile offenders, evidence from police indi-
cated they spent their money on traditional trappings, including nice 
clothes, cars, and nightlife. These practices are in keeping with what is 
known about the general expenditures of street criminals, on main-
taining a basic lifestyle while also keeping up a so-called party lifestyle 
of drug and alcohol use (Jacobs, 1999; Jacobs & Wright, 1999; Klein, 
1995; Wright & Decker, 1997). 

A key difference lies in the fact that cybercrime may generate far 
more income for offenders compared to physical crimes like burglary 
and robbery (e.g. Holt & Bossler, 2015; Newman & Clarke, 2003). In-
dividuals who perform street crimes are only able to target a small 
number of victims at a time, and are dependent on their target having 
cash or valuables on hand that can be readily monetized (Cornish & 
Clarke, 2014; Wright & Decker, 1994, 1997). Thus, cybercrime appears 
to engender far more discretionary funds that can be spent on extrava-
gant lifestyle activities (Holt, Smirnova, & Chua, 2016; Leukfeldt et al., 
2017b). 

The limited evidence of offender spending habits and earnings in this 
analysis is a function of the police data used. Law enforcement in-
vestigations typically focus more developing evidence to connect the 
suspects to specific criminal activities and victim complaints. The life-
style and habits of offenders are less relevant compared to proof of 
involvement in phishing or malware schemes. Future research is needed 
specifically addressing this issue through interviews with offenders, 
victims, and police investigators to triangulate any claims of criminal 
earning potential. Additionally, structured interviews with offenders 
would be critical to better understand the ways in which their lifestyle 
choices were facilitated by cybercrime activities. In turn, we may better 
understand the similarities between the behaviour patterns of both 
offline and online offenders (Holt & Bossler, 2015; Leukfeldt, 2016). 

There were additional limitations within this study that reduce its 
generalizability. First, this data focused on offenders whose activities 
were identified by police. They may not be reflective of active offenders 
who are able to operate without being detected by law enforcement. 
Further research is needed utilizing open source data from forums, 
markets, and other online sources to assess the versatility of active 
cybercriminals that may not be captured in official data (Holt & Bossler, 
2015). Additionally, this sample contained offenders who were inves-
tigated by major European and North American police agencies. Their 
behaviors and spending patterns may not be reflective of cybercriminals 
in other parts of the world, particularly Asian nations and the global 
south broadly (Brewer et al., 2019; Newman & Clarke, 2003). Future 
research developing samples of offenders from these nations is vital to 
improve our understanding of the nature of cybercriminality and its 
association to traditional offending as a whole. 
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